My name is Student Name. I am a hard-working student. I always look forward in the
life. I am an optimistic person and always think that How to make a bright future. I
always analyse pros and cons of situations / project so as to make the way clear. I listen
very carefully everyone to take good out of them. I know everyone has something special
/ different quality in them, so I respect everyone. I feel that management taught me how
to work better in worst situations. I think every perspective has two faces, in which one is
IN and other is OUT, so I always try to work rather to hesitate.
I am working as a Test Engineer in Sathya Software Solutions. My activities includes
testing the software and writing the debugging reports.
Characteristics- I enjoy my personal satisfaction, financial gain, and stability in my work.
I take my every work seriously and complete it with full concentration. I plan steps
timely in my work / project. I analyse the problem and try to found exact problem and
then give my full efforts to solve it.
Skills- In this corporate world, Communication is the way to reach in-depth of anyone, to
become introduce, to get knowledge of someone. This is the way to address formally and
transform information to other.
I was born in Hyderabad, the capital city of Andhra Pradesh, India. My native
language is Telugu but I am fluent in Hindi (Indian National Language) and English as
well.
I enjoy playing the guitar, reading, and learning about business. I was member of
the high school’s Cricket team. When I am not studying of playing sports, I spend my
time lifting weights at the gym.
While I am in college, I intend to spend my time improving myself academically
and socially, even as I learn to be independent and responsible about my life. Above all, I
want to be able to develop my ability to become an important person who can make a
change in the world as an international-business professional. Although I expect to gain a
lot as a university student, I also want to be a positive contributor the school campus. I
am willing to get involved with activities that promote the efficient running of the school.
I want to share my unique background, culture, traditions, and experiences with other

students and promote activities that contribute to the progress of the university. I am a
very honest person, I have a lot of respect for the other, and I hope to inspire the same
values in the new people that I will meet.
Today U.K. is the largest economy of the world and it is also known for the hub
of higher studies. UK is one of the most exciting country in whole world.UK has created
a good reputation in the world of education. It is a place where people live and work
together. U.K. is an educational country with many universities, colleges, schools and
other institutions of learning. Living and studying in UK can be very rewarding and it
will put me at the center of great social, cultural and educational opportunities. It is a best
place for making a bright future. A vast mixture of forward-looking courses and exciting
experiences and valuable qualifications can really make us different from others. Here we
will get variety of courses and places to study, and help to prepare ourselves to guide us
in a really fantastic learning experience. A major advantage of studying in the UK is, the
opportunity to become perfect in foreign languages. It is also an educational country with
many universities, colleges, schools and other institutions of learning. This great country
caters for a wide variety of different tastes, styles, fashions, cultures and communities,
and offers an enormous range of sights and historical buildings which are some of the
most enjoyable things to visit and experience. London is a place where students should
feel lucky if they will purse the management degree. In U.K. they will get enough
opportunities to learn in a good educational and professional background. For studying
abroad I select London (UK) on basis of various factors like standard of living of the
people in the country, the quality of education, the educational history of a country,
peaceful and studious environment, fees structure, course structure, worldwide
recognized Degree, clean and secure environment.
I have a great desire to study Business Administration and get Master degree in
Business Administration at Anglia Ruskin University.

